This is Mole.

She is nine inches long.
Her soft black fur is thick.
Her pink nose is long.
She can smell well, but she cannot see well.
Mole has a hole. It is deep and long. It has tunnels.
It has a part to sleep in. This part she lines with dry grass.
Look, she is so cute as she sleeps in her dark, dark hole.
She is safe and snug in her good bed.
Mole’s hole has a part to store worms—a lot of worms. Mole loves worms.
In her hole, Mole makes traps for worms. The worm falls into the tunnel, and Mole grabs it.
Mole has a hole. It is deep and long. It has tunnels. It has a part to sleep in. This part she lines with dry grass. She is so snug as she sleeps in her dark, dark hole.

Learn about moles in this fun, cute story, just right for new readers!